ALCATEL MODEL: FC02000715 FOR ASM 180T, 180TD, 180TD+, 182T, 182TD, 182TD+
LEAK RATE: LOW 10-7 MBAR/L/SEC
LEAK ELEMENT: TEFLOL PERMEATION (SLOW RESPONSE)
GAS: HELIUM (100%)
# OF CAL PTS: 1
RESERVOIR STYLE: ALCATEL INTERNAL - 180T (ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION)
EST. DEP. RATE: 0.3%/YEAR
ISOLATION VALVE: NONE
OUTLET CONNECTION: NW16 FLANGE
OUTLET PRESSURE: VACUUM
REFILLABLE: NO
WARRANTY: NONE

ALUMINUM RESERVOIR

NW16 FLANGE

LACO MODEL: CM3IL-71080V0/4 FOR ASM 180T, 180TD, 180TD+, 182T, 182TD, 182TD+
LEAK RATE: LOW 10-7 MBAR/L/SEC
LEAK ELEMENT: UNBREAKABLE GLASS PERMEATION (QUICK RESPONSE)
GAS: HELIUM (100%)
# OF CAL PTS: 1
RESERVOIR STYLE: ALCATEL INTERNAL - 180T (STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION)
EST. DEP. RATE: 0.3%/YEAR
ISOLATION VALVE: NONE
OUTLET CONNECTION: NW16 FLANGE
OUTLET PRESSURE: VACUUM
REFILLABLE: YES
WARRANTY: LIFETIME